
ow many times have you heard it
said, ÒThe world is coming to an

endÓ? Whenever someone writes or
speaks about the subject it seems to con-
jure up images of gloom and doom, fear
and dread. Prophecy can have very dark
overtones and leave an impression of total
cataclysm when handled in an irresponsi-
ble manner.

A recent issue of Newsweek, an
American weekly news magazine, had as
its cover story the subject of end time
Bible prophecy. Featured in the issue was
a dreadful picture of the last judgment
complete with bodies descending into
hell. The title of the lead article was, ÒThe
Way the World Ends.Ó Throughout the
piece references were made to the end of

the world and the idea that
time will come to a close
with the unveiling of the
prophecies of the book of
Revelation and the second
coming of Jesus Christ.
Overall the piece left a dis-
tinctly negative impres-
sion about prophecy in
general and end time
prophecy in particular.
Most articles written in the
mainstream press follow this approach.

Make no mistake, the prophecies of
the Bible that speak of plagues, tribulation
and woe are serious and very real. The cat-
aclysmic events that lead up to the coming
of Christ will produce a time of trouble

unlike any previous period
of human history. Every
student of history knows
there have been some pret-
ty horrible epochs of the
past. Historian Barbara
Tuchman wrote a book
titled The Distant Mirror,
in which she chronicled the
tumultuous 14th century
that saw, among other cata-
strophes, the plague called

the Black Death. Our own 20th century
has been dubbed the bloodiest in history.
Yet Daniel the prophet was told that in the
end time Òthere shall be a time of trouble,
such as never was since there was a
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Apocalyptic Prophecy—
the End of Time?

Or is it the end of the beginning? The popular media portrays apocalyptic prophecy in an overtly
negative light. Is this the whole story of God’s wonderful plan for restoring peace to the earth?
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nation, even to that timeÓ (Daniel 12:1).
Sin and rebellion against the will of

God will bring the world to its most criti-
cal juncture. Unless God intervenes
through the return of Christ and shortens
time, Òno flesh would be savedÓ (Matthew
24:22). A balanced understanding of bibli-
cal prophecy comes only from reading all
that the scriptures have to say about the
future of mankind and this world. The
good news is mankind will not destroy life
from off the planet, time will not come to
an end and justice and peace will be
brought to the earth. The kingdoms of this
world will become the kingdoms of God
and Christ in a sweeping reform of every
human institution (Revelation 11:15).  

The positive message of mankindÕs
future is tragically buried beneath the mis-
understanding perpetuated by much of
todayÕs media. Narrow minded, erroneous
interpretations of GodÕs whole design for
human life cast biblical prophecy and reli-
gion as a whole in a negative light.

Why it must get worse before it
gets better

First letÕs understand why this age-
ending peril will engulf the world. God
takes no pleasure in the suffering of
mankind. From the beginning of manÕs
time on earth there has been a separation
from the knowledge represented by the
tree of life in Genesis chapter 2. The deci-
sion to take from the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil set the human family on
a course that is opposite of the true plan of
God. The result has been a story of strug-
gle and suffering, which is summed up by
an old adage about life that says man is
born, suffers and then dies. There are
peaks of beauty and excellence that have
been achieved but at the end of the 20th
century we still see more war, poverty and
disease than is comfortable to an honest
mind. Trying to comprehend why so much
evil runs through the world leaves far too
many without true faith or hope in the liv-
ing God.

GodÕs loving, yearning stance is evi-
dent in the inspired statement of Ezekiel
18:23, ÒÔDo I have any pleasure at all that
the wicked should die?Õ says the Lord
God, Ôand not that he should turn from his

ways and live?ÕÓ Man was created with
the potential to rise above the human level
and walk and live in the image of God
(Genesis 1:26), but sin and its aftermath
have prevented most from realizing this
spiritual goal. When we come to events at
the close of the age as depicted in
Revelation, two additional scriptures
show us why a worldwide tribulation will
engulf the world.

The seals of the book of Revelation
are a multitude of calamities that represent
the Ògreat dayÓ of GodÕs wrath upon the
world. As they are poured out in the
sequence of events we find that man does
not yet come to his knees in heart-rending
repentance before God. Notice Revelation

9:20Ð21, ÒBut the rest of mankind, who
were not killed by these plagues, did not
repent of the works of their hands, that
they should not worship demons, and
idols of gold, silver, brass, stone, and
wood, which can neither see nor hear nor
walk. And they did not repent of their
murders or their sorceries or their sexual
immorality or their thefts.Ó Sadly it will
take more to break manÕs pride and rebel-
lion.

The world will be in the grip of a
power defined as Babylon the great
(Revelation 18:2). This religious-politi-
cal system will be the final global effort
to spiritually enslave mankind in the

defiant system whose roots go back to
the Tower of Babel. Even the patience
of God will run out when this evil sys-
tem grips all nations. God will move to
end its reign for all time. ÒÔFor all the
nations have drunk of the wine of the
wrath of her fornication, the kings of
the earth have committed fornication
with her, and the merchants of the earth
have become rich through the abun-
dance of her luxury.ÕAnd I heard anoth-
er voice from heaven saying, ÔCome out
of her, my people, lest you share in her
sins, and lest you receive of her
plagues. For her sins have reached to
heaven, and God has remembered her
iniquitiesÕÓ (Revelation 18:3Ð5).

It is to save the world and to fulfill the
hope of human existence that God inter-
venes by sending Jesus Christ on His tri-
umphant return as King of kings and Lord
of lords (Revelation 19:16). With the
source of all evil, Satan the devil, bound
and put away from the presence of
mankind, God will then be ready to estab-
lish the fullness of His kingdom upon the
earth.

The restoration of all things

In one of his first sermons to those
gathered in the temple in Jerusalem, Peter
made reference to the primary goal that
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God has desired since the beginning.
ÒRepent therefore and be converted,

that your sins may be blotted out, so that
times of refreshing may come from the
presence of the Lord, and that He may
send Jesus Christ, who was preached to
you before, whom heaven must receive
until the times of restoration of all things,
which God has spoken by the mouth of all
His holy prophets since the world beganÓ
(Acts 3:19Ð21).

It is GodÕs plan to restore Òall things.Ó 
What was first removed that must

then be restored? It is the rule of God upon
the earth. Christ came announcing the
kingdom of God was at hand (Mark 1:14).
The gospel of the kingdom of God is
about the restoring of GodÕs way of life to
the human family. This way, based on the
eternal spiritual law of God, was removed
at the time of Adam and EveÕs decision to
listen to the words of the serpent. It is a
way of love, rooted in an outgoing con-
cern for the welfare of others, devoid of an
overriding concern for the self. Verse 21 is
a prophecy of the wonderful coming king-
dom of God on earth. This is a positive
view of the future beyond the negative
headlines of today and the world-shaking
events of the end of the age.

The coming kingdom of God will
restore the knowledge of the true God to
all peoples. The prophet Habakkuk says
that knowledge of God will cover the
world as the waters of the sea cover the
earth (Habakkuk 2:14). When human
relationships are built upon GodÕs way,
then peace will be built into a network of
relationships that will produce order and
harmony among peoples. 

The fifth kingdom

The book of Daniel records the
dream of BabylonÕs King Nebuchad-
nezzar in which he saw a great image. The
interpretation by Daniel showed it to be a
prophecy of four empires that would cul-
minate in the establishment of a fifthÑÒa
kingdom which shall never be destroyed
[the kingdom of God].Ó GodÕs kingdom
will be a divine rule that will never be
replaced, unlike the previous kingdoms. It
shall Òbreak in pieces and consume all
these kingdoms, and it shall stand foreverÓ
(Daniel 2:44).

Take special note of the phrase Òthe
kingdom shall not be left to other people.Ó
To whom is it left? The answer to this
helps us understand a vital part of the
grand purpose of life. When we under-
stand to whom the kingdom will be given,
we will then have a key to properly under-
standing prophecy. We will understand
why the terrible prophecies of the future
must come to pass. Beyond this we also
see the hope God holds out to all mankind.
The future does not end with Armageddon
and a battle between Christ and the
Antichrist. Those events are only passages
to a time when GodÕs reign will supplant
all human rule and bring about the condi-
tions that will result in the salvation of
humanity. 

Into a far country

In spite of a world that has been
deceived by Satan, God has always
worked with individuals and groups to
prepare a people to assist Christ in restor-
ing peace to the world. God works with a
sure and proven plan for the ages. 

In the days prior to His death, Jesus
perceived that His followers expected the
imminent appearance of the kingdom of
God. Knowing this would not be the case,
He told a parable of a noblemanÕs journey
to a far country to receive a kingdom. To
each of  his servants, the ruler gave a sum
of money. His departing instruction was,
ÒDo business till I comeÓ (Luke
19:11Ð13). The servants, in this case those
who wait on the coming of the Lord, are to
spend their lives preparing for His return.
The money represents the calling and gifts
of God to those He calls. As the parable
shows, with the return of the ruler, an
accounting will be required of those
entrusted with the calling and knowledge
of the kingdom. There are rewards accord-
ing to how much increase each person has
achieved (verses 14 to 27).

The parable of the talents shows that
those called out of the world in advance of
the kingdom are being prepared to reign
with Christ. Like the nobleman who
entrusted money to his servants, God has
entrusted to His elect the understanding of
the kingdom and how it will function.
Those called now, in advance, are to pre-
pare for an eternity of service.

Those who overcome this world,
who endure to the coming of Christ, will
qualify for places with Christ in the struc-
ture He is now building (John 14:1Ð3).
The kingdom will be given to those saints
and they will reign with Christ for a thou-
sand years (Revelation 20:4).

This, too, is a part of prophecy that
must be understood along with the apoca-
lyptic visions. God will not punish with-
out cause or without a promise and a hope
beyond.

The end of the beginning

The future that God has planned is
full of positive hope for mankind. Look at
the final question the disciples asked Christ
prior to His ascension to heaven: ÒLord,
will You at this time restore the kingdom to
Israel?Ó (Acts 1:6). Restoring not only
Israel, but also the entire world to a place
of peace, justice and equity is the focal
point of GodÕs plan. The reign of Christ
over the kingdom of God on earth is the
good news beyond the age-ending troubles
that the Bible foretells. What comes to an
end is the unrighteous rule of manÕs gov-
ernments that have never achieved peace.
ChristÕs return will end forever the fear of
war and its terrible consequences. 

During the Second World War British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill spoke
of the turning point which came with the
Allied landings in North Africa in the fall
of 1942. At last, after months of battle,
there was a breach that could lead to vic-
tory. Speaking to a group in London he
said, ÒNow is not the end. It is not even the
beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the
end of the beginning.Ó

The terrible events that end with the
return of Christ as King of kings will not
be the Òtime of the end.Ó They will mere-
ly be Òthe end of the beginning.Ó The
apostle Paul describes it beautifully: ÒFor
the creation was subjected to futility, not
willingly, but because of Him who sub-
jected it in hope; because the creation
itself also will be delivered from the
bondage of corruption into the glorious
liberty of the children of GodÓ (Romans
8:20Ð21).

Properly understood, prophecy offers
a positive and hopeful new beginning for
mankind. v
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ibraltar, Malta, Cyprus, Suez, Aden, the
Maldive Islands, Ceylon, Singapore and

Hong Kong are legendary sea gates en route from
the British Isles to the Far East. These gates gave
Great Britain mastery of the seas for over two cen-
turies, a period that came to be known as the ÒPax
Britannica.Ó They played a vital role in times of
military conflict. Without them it is doubtful the
Allies would have won the two world wars. 

For those who traveled west there was
Bermuda, one of the first sea gates to be acquired
by the British Crown, the first with its own parlia-
ment and still a British possession. Further west
there were all the island possessions of the
Caribbean. Further south the Falkland Islands
enabled the Royal Navy to control the area around
Cape Horn. St. Helena, Ascension Island, the Cape
of Good Hope around South Africa, Mauritius, the
Seychelles and Diego Garcia were all strategically
located ÒgatesÓ that controlled key sea passages
around the globe, granting the British people unri-
valed dominance of the seas. 

Later the United States was to join Great
Britain as a world power following the Spanish-
American War of 1898. The peace settlement that
followed the war saw the United States become a
major sea power with the acquisition of its own sea
gates in important locations. The Philippines and
Guam gave America a major Pacific presence,
while Puerto Rico and a military base in Cuba
extended American influence in the Caribbean.
Hawaii was also annexed in 1898. But the most
important was yet to come.

The Spanish-American War had brought
home to Americans a weakness that had been
noticed before, one which could easily be resolved
with the modern technology that was now avail-
able. The weakness was due to simple geography,
the fact that it took a long time for a ship on one of
the countryÕs coasts to travel to the other coast. All

ships had to go around Cape Horn at the southern
end of South America, one of the most hazardous
shipping routes on earth. Even if that had not been
a problem, distance alone meant that any sea trav-
el from coast to coast took a considerable period of
time. 

The 1898 war itself demonstrated a military
weakness when the U.S. had to quickly dispatch
the battleship Oregon to Cuba after the U.S.S.
Maine was blown up in Havana Harbor. Victory in
the Caribbean was said to depend on the Oregon.
Instead of the 4,000 miles from San Francisco to
Cuba the trip would take today through the
Panama Canal, the Oregon had to travel 12,000
miles around Cape Horn, a journey that was
expected to take two months. There were long
periods when there was no news of the ship and
Americans followed her journey with mounting
concern and excitement. Then 67 days after leav-
ing the West Coast, she was spotted off the coast of
Florida, arriving just in time to play a role in the
crucial Battle of Santiago Bay. Those 67 days
emphasized the growing importance of a path
between the seas, linking the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans and removing the need for lengthy and
dangerous journeys around Cape Horn.

RooseveltÕs ambitious dream

American President Theodore Roosevelt was
to be the driving force behind the building of the
Panama Canal. Indeed, it was to be the greatest
accomplishment of his administration, the one
which Roosevelt was to be most proud of and the
one which caused the most controversy and divi-
sion. ÒRoosevelt was promoting neither a com-
mercial venture nor a universal utility. To him,
first, last, and always, the canal was the vitalÑthe
indispensableÑpath to a global destiny for the
United States of America. He had a vision of his

The same God
who gave the
United States
and Great
Britain the
world’s major
sea gates also
said that
because of
national
disobedience
He would take
them away.
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Panama: Another Major
Sea Gate Relinquished

The Panama Canal is an engineering marvel and a symbol of “The American Century.”
What is the significance of America’s decision to turn it over to Panamanian control?
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country as a commanding power on two
oceans, and these joined by a canal built,
owned, operated, policed, and fortified by
his country. The canal was to be the first
step to American supremacy at seaÓ (The
Path Between the Seas, by David
McCullough, 1977). McCullough adds:
ÒAll other benefits resulting, important or
admirable as they might be, were to him
secondary.Ó

Roosevelt might not have bothered to
build the canal had he known that it would
remain in American hands for less than a

century. On the last day of 1999 the
United States will cede control of the
canal to the nation of Panama, under the
terms of a revised treaty agreed to during
the Carter administration. In turn Panama
hands over the administration of this vital
sea gate to a private Mainland Chinese
company, which, like all other companies
in China, is subject to Chinese govern-
ment control.

Roosevelt was correct. The building
of the canal was to be a major step toward
AmericaÕs global domination of the
world, replacing Great Britain as the
worldÕs major naval power by the end of
World War II, ushering in the Pax
Americana which has given the world
over 50 years of unprecedented prosperity.

Before suddenly assuming office fol-
lowing the assassination of President
William McKinley at the Pan-American
Exposition in Buffalo, New York,
Theodore Roosevelt had been heavily
influenced both by his own war experi-
ences in the 1898 war with Spain and by

an influential book written by a member
of the faculty at the Naval War College at
Newport, Rhode Island. The writerÕs
name was Alfred Thayer Mahan and
Roosevelt had met him when he himself
had been invited to lecture there on his
specialty as a historian, the War of 1812. 

MahanÕs book, The Influence of Sea
Power Upon History, was published in
1890 and had become an international
bestseller. Interestingly, 1890 was also the
year in which the U.S. Census Bureau
declared that there was no longer any land
frontier. Mainland America was complete.
Mahan received honorary degrees at
Oxford and Cambridge universities before
being invited to dine with Queen Victoria
at Buckingham Palace. GermanyÕs Kaiser
Wilhelm II, anxious to build a navy to
rival BritainÕs, ensured that copies of
MahanÕs book were given to every one of
his naval captains and officers. Japanese
military colleges adopted the book as a
text, while at home, Yale and Harvard
were to confer honorary degrees upon
him. He was enthusiastically supported by
members of Congress. ÒIt is sea power
which is essential to every splendid peo-
ple,Ó Henry Cabot Lodge declared from
the Senate floor.

ÒBy tracing the rise and decline of
past maritime powers, he had arrived at
the extremely simple theory that national
greatness and commercial supremacy
were directly related to supremacy at seaÓ
(ibid. McCullough).

Dream fulfilled

The building of the Panama Canal
was one of the greatest engineering feats
of history. Interest in the project began
soon after the completion of the Suez
Canal in 1869. Suez, the artery of the
British Empire, connecting Great Britain
with its Indian and other Asian posses-
sions, was built by a French engineer,
Ferdinand de Lesseps. When the
International Congress of Geographical
Sciences met in Paris in 1879 and voted to
support the construction of the Panama
Canal, the 74-year-old de Lesseps under-
took the task of constructing the water-
way. The project failed some years later,
and it was left to the United States to pur-
sue in the new century.

The United States waited for the
Colombian Congress to debate its request
to build a canal across Colombian territo-
ry. Preoccupied with a civil war between
1899 and 1903, the Colombians hesitated.
The people of Panama then revolted
against their Colombian rulers and the
United States accepted the rebelsÕ offer of
a treaty that granted the United States sov-
ereignty (total control) over a 10-mile-
wide Canal Zone in exchange for an annu-
al payment to be made to the new
Republic of Panama. Although the U.S.
denied any direct involvement in the
rebellion against Colombia, U.S.-
Colombian relations suffer to this day.
Relations with Panama have not been easy
either.

Work on the canal began in 1904
but little progress was made before 1906
due to disputes over the type of canal
that should be built. Completed in 1914,
the canal is 51.2 miles long. Ironically,
the year of completion saw the com-
mencement of World War I in Europe
and among European colonies around
the world. This war was to see AmericaÕs
involvement in world affairs increase
and leave the U.S. a rival naval power to
Great Britain.

Importance of sea gates foretold

The acquisition of sea gates by the
two major English speaking powers was
prophesied in the Bible thousands of years
ago. The modern descendants of
Abraham, through the patriarchs Isaac,
Jacob and Joseph, were to become the
greatest single nation in history (the
United States of America) and the greatest
multitude or commonwealth of nations
(the British Empire and Commonwealth).
(See Genesis 48.) They were to possess
the gates of their enemies (Genesis 22:17;
24:60).

Just as the acquisition of these sea
gates gave the two nations worldwide
preeminence, so their loss would dramat-
ically illustrate declining power and mili-
tary might. Major turning points in the
decline of Great Britain were the loss of
two of the most strategically important
sea gates. The United States is following
a similar path to its brother as it, too, loses
sea gates seen as vital to national security
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by previous generations of Americans. 
Two of the major turning points in the

decline and fall of the British Empire were
the loss of Singapore to the Japanese in
1942 and the loss of the Suez Canal to
Egypt 14 years later. Singapore was
BritainÕs major naval base in the Far East
and considered impregnable. It easily fell
to the Japanese who invaded from the
north, through the jungles of British
Malaya, a direction from which the British
had not anticipated any threat. This was a
major psychological blow to British pride,
the biggest defeat the Empire had ever
suffered at the hands of an Asian nation,
thereby sending a very powerful message
to other Asians that it was possible to
defeat a seemingly invincible superpower.
The British were later to regain control of
Singapore following the defeat of Japan in
1945. Ironically, they voluntarily with-
drew from the base a quarter of a century
later as they could no longer afford to base
troops there.

Suez was the final death-blow to
hopes of continued empire. A group of
radical army officers overthrew EygptÕs
King Farouk in 1952 promising to rid the
country of foreign influences. They began
agitating for Egyptian control of the canal
and finally seized it in 1956. British,
French and Israeli troops invaded Egypt.
International financial pressures against
Britain followed, and the Eisenhower
administration refused to help, thereby
effectively ending British and French con-
trol of the Suez Canal. The ripple effect
was the collapse of both colonial empires
and the proliferation of new states around
the world that has complicated interna-
tional diplomacy in the closing years of
the century.

The loss of superpower status 

Could the same fate befall the United
States? In the less than 25 years since the
1977 Panama Canal Treaty which agreed
to the 1999 hand over to Panamanian con-
trol, the U.S. has lost its military bases in
the Philippines and scaled down the size
of its military forces in other parts of the
world. At the same time American mili-
tary commitments have increased, with
more and more pledges of support and
involvement in minor nations throughout

the world, a burden the U.S. increasingly
tries to share with its NATO allies and the
United Nations. This paradox is some-
times referred to as Òimperial overreach,Ó
the same problem that afflicted Great
Britain in its declining years. ItÕs the ten-
dency of a superpower to overcommit
itself in an effort to try to maintain its lead-
ership role. Eventually global commit-
ments effectively result in no commit-
ment, as forces in each area are too thin on
the ground to cope. Current trends suggest
the U.S. is following the same path as its
predecessor as world superpower, Great
Britain. 

The same God who gave us the sea
gates also said that because of national
disobedience He would take them away.
ÒI will break the pride of your powerÓ
(Leviticus 26:19). The consequences of
this will be just as great as the rewards
wereÑthe rise to international greatness
will be followed, in time, by a decline into
oblivion. 

Oblivion, that is, until divine inter-
vention in world affairs re-launches the
good fortunes of America, the British fam-
ily of nations and ultimately all nations in
a much happier world with sea gates open
for all in the Millennium of the Bible. v
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It is interesting to note that the com-
pany chosen to operate the Panama Canal
is a Hong Kong based company. It is,
therefore, like all companies operating
from the PeoplesÕ Republic of China,
subject to the influence and control of the
Chinese leadership in Beijing. In a con-
flict, this could bode ill for the U.S. and
its allies.

The last few years have seen China
make considerable gains at U.S. and
British expense. The withdrawal from the
Philippine bases of American forces early
in the 1990s left China a more powerful
nation in the region. The hand over of
Hong Kong by Britain to China in 1997
elevated China to the status of second-
richest country in the world in terms of its
gold and foreign currency reserves. This
frees China to spend much more of its
wealth on military projects. MacaoÕs
return to China on the same day as the
hand over of the Panama Canal frees
China to concentrate its efforts on taking
back Taiwan, a move which, if success-
ful, would make China the richest nation
on earth in terms of its reserves.

The possible dismemberment of
Indonesia would also leave China
stronger. Any decline in the power of
Indonesia would naturally result in a
comparative strengthening of Chinese
power and influence. India is a potential
rival, but is too preoccupied with its rival
Pakistan to get too involved in any strug-
gle with China.

China benefits, too, from the com-
mercial domination of many nations in

the region by its Chinese diaspora,
Chinese people who have settled
throughout the area. Ironically, the for-
mer British sea base of Singapore is pop-
ulated mostly by Chinese people whose
ancestors moved there during colonial
times. Their nation is now a thriving city-
state whose people are richer than many
in the Western democracies.

Any perceived threat from Beijing is
likely to cause Japan and Russia to build
up the size of their military forces. Now,
with the hand over of the Panama Canal,
Chinese influence may extend into
Central and South America. 

The recent trade agreement admit-
ting China to the World Trade
Organization (WTO) will likely give
another boost to the nationÕs rapidly
growing economy. However, there is also
concern that the agreement opening up
China to more foreign competition could
lead to internal unrest as hundreds of
thousands of Chinese people lose their
jobs during the restructuring that will
take place. China is an awakening giant.
An unstable giant could spread instabili-
ty throughout the region.

One hundred years ago, at the dawn
of the 20th century, BritainÕs period of
domination was drawing to a close, with
the United States already on the horizon
as the new superpower. We now see his-
tory repeating itself, this time with the
United States currently dealing with the
realities of Òimperial overreachÓ while
China and others seek to expand their
influence. v

Who Benefits?
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olloquial use of the word super
implies that which is of great excel-

lence and strength. 
In the technical sense, super denotes that

which is above or superior in rank. So super
denotes that which is over, above or beyond
and a superstate is a state that is over or
beyond other states.

Nimrod creates superstate

Shortly after the Flood, God divided the
earth among the families of Noah (Genesis
10:32). As they journeyed from the east they
came to the land of Shinar. At Shinar,
Nimrod led a rebellion against GodÕs com-
mand for the descendants of Noah to re-col-
onize the earth. He knew that it would be
impossible for him to rule over the families
of the earth if they were scattered abroad. So
he inspired the building of a tower that the
people would look to so they would not be
scattered abroad (Genesis 11:4). But God
intervened and confounded the languages of
the people, thus forcing them to be scattered
through the earth.

As the families of Noah settled their
lands they eventually developed into nation-
states. God is the author of families, tribes
and nations. GodÕs historic desire is for
nation-states to live according to His laws.
The government of nation-states is supposed
to serve the people of that nation. Just as a
loving father provides for the needs of his
family, the nation-state should provide for
the needs of all its families. God gave the
families of Noah an inheritance in the earth.
That inheritance or land was given to those
people to sustain them. It was theirs to have
and to hold. Thus the nation-state is to main-

tain sovereignty over its land and people.
Sovereignty means that nations have the
right to hold their land and govern their peo-
ple. 

Some nation-states developed in a way
that allowed freedom for the individual to
grow and prosper. Other nation-states devel-
oped along dictatorial lines and subjugated
their own people. The annals of history stand
in silent testimony to the success or failure of
nation-states. 

Many of the dictators of nation-states
gained enough power, resources and control
over their people to conquer other nation-
states. Names like Alexander the Great and
Ghengis Khan come to mind. The subjugated
countries were called empires because they
were under one ruler. But empires were built
through the conquest of nation-states. 

The creation of 
todayÕs superstate 

Today, a great superstate is being creat-
ed in far more subtle ways. A superstructure
is being imposed over the nations through a
different form of conquest. That conquest is
mainly economic, but it has far-reaching
political and military implications. The mod-
ern superstate is being developed in the name
of globalization. The concept of globaliza-
tion flows so easily from the lips of the
worldÕs political and economic leaders.
However, the leaders of the European Union
have identified globalization as one of the
obstacles standing in the way of their quest
for complete union. So the new president of
the EU states that Europe must be trans-
formed into a superstate in order to compete
in the global economy.

The Coming Superstate
Superstates have existed in various forms through the ages, but not in the way they are forming

today. Many world leaders are planning on creating a system that will exercise hegemony over the
whole world. Their plans will eventually lead to a beast system that will rule over the earth. But

then a superstate will come on the scene and usher in the true Millennium.

by Don Ward
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In a recent speech, European
Commission President Romano Prodi
stated that Òglobalization means
above all the impossibility of escap-
ing from the challenge of the mar-
kets: in our world, it has become hard
to hide. Shutting oneself up in a
fortress makes no sense, given that
the two central features that have
accelerated globalization, namely
information technology and financial
markets, have no frontiers.Ó Prodi
went on to say that Òin order to tack-
le these issues, Europe needs a new
political dimensionÓ (Electonic
Telegraph, April 13, 1999). The new
political dimension that Prodi advo-
cates is the federalization of Europe.
This means a central government or
super government imposed over the
existing member states. Prodi has
recently released the report for devel-
oping a superstate.

Prodi commissioned the report
shortly after being appointed presi-
dent of the European Commission.
Members of the council of Òwise-
menÓ include Richard Von
Weizsicker, former president of
Germany, Jean-Luc Dehaene, a for-
mer Belgian prime minister and Lord
Simon of Highbury, former chairman
of British Petroleum.

At the heart of the report is a
proposal that would strip member
states of their veto powers over a
wide range of issues. At the present
time member states have veto pow-
ers on European Union security, for-
eign policy, justice and home
affairs. But most importantly they
have veto powers over tax matters.
Moreover, the report advocates
reshaping of the UnionÕs bureaucra-
cy into a federalized European gov-
ernment (Electronic Telegraph,
October 19, 1999). 

Fundamental changes
proposed for European

superstate

President ProdiÕs plans for the
formation of a European superstate
have outraged some members of
BritainÕs Tory party. Tory critics have

accused Prodi of setting out a Ònight-
mare scenarioÓ for Europe. After the
report was released, British Prime
Minister Tony Blair jumped on
ProdiÕs bandwagon and agreed that
majority voting should replace the
old veto system; otherwise Òany
country could stop, any change at any
time.Ó The Tories condemned such a
move as a Òblueprint for a European
superstateÓ (Electronic Telegraph,
October 18, 1999).

Blair is now feeling the political
heat at home and may soften his
stance, especially on the tax issue.
The peoples of member states are not
anxious to have bureaucrats in
Brussels impose a tax on them. 

Perhaps the most startling legis-
lation that is being considered in the
EU is a federal judicial system. The
European parliament has recently

proposed by a broad majority the cre-
ation of a single European legal sys-
tem, corpus juris. If the corpus juris
system is adopted by member states,
it would replace English and Scottish
law. The ancient English habeas cor-
pus of trial before jury would be
replaced with an inquisitorial system.
Under corpus juris an EU official
would be able to have anyone arrest-
ed and imprisoned indefinitely with-
out presenting any evidence that
would warrant an indictment. Instead

of a person being presumed innocent
until proven guilty, one would have
to prove his or her innocence. Even if
a person is found innocent, he or she
could be re-arrested immediately on
the same charges.

BritainÕs reaction to this propos-
al has been very strong. On May 30,
1999, the House of Lords Select
Committee on the European
Communities issued a damning
report on ÒCorpus Juris,Ó the EUÕs
plan for a common criminal code and
the establishment of a European
Public Prosecutor (EPP).

Entitled ÒProsecuting Fraud on
the CommunitiesÕ FinancesÑThe
Corpus Juris,Ó the Select CommitteeÕs
report raises serious objections on the
grounds that it would involve major
changes to U.K. criminal law, it lacks
a proper legal basis in the EU and EC
Treaties, there are serious questions
about its feasibility, the EPP would
not be accountable to democratically
elected representatives and there is
inadequate protection for defendantsÕ
rights (individuals could be held in
custody without charge, for up to nine
months).

Lord Stoddart of Swindon, chair-
man of the Campaign for an
Independent Britain, welcomed the
report: ÒI am pleased that the Select
Committee has analysed Corpus Juris
so thoroughly and exposed it for what
it really is, i.e. an attempt to take
away our traditional right to trial by
jury and replace it with a dictatorial
European Public Prosecutor with
immense powers. Such an arrange-
ment would be an affront to all that
we hold dear in this country.

ÒWhat I find particularly astonish-
ing is that Labour MEPs [members of
the European Parliament] voted so
overwhelmingly in favour of such a
flawed and dangerous proposal in the
European Parliament on 13th April. I
was under the impression that it was
the policy of Her MajestyÕs
Government to oppose Corpus Juris
and to veto it if necessary. In fact, only
one British MEP and an Ulster Unionist
voted against the proposalÓ (URL:
www.bullen.demon.co.uk/prjuris.htm).
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NATO to become 
the army of the United

States of Europe

After the 50th anniversary meet-
ing of NATO, an official commu-
niqu� was issued stating that the EU
is to be given full access to NATO
planning and capabilities. A special
command structure is to be created
that would allow the Commission to
command European NATO troops in
a wide range of possible operations.

These operations could include
humanitarian or peacekeeping duties
in Europe, including the whole Euro-
Atlantic Region. This means it would
include most of Russia and the
Balkans. Their powers could include
stopping secession from the
European Union.

Following this communiqu� the
president of the European Com-
mission announced that he hopes this
move will lead to the formation of an
EU army, navy and air force. If this
plan is implemented, the armed
forces of EU member states would no
longer be under the direct control of
national governments. This plan has
already been executed with the par-
ticipation of NATOÕs superpower, the
United States of America, in recent
operations in the Balkans. Presently
NATOÑunder the auspices of the
United NationsÑis involved as peace
enforcers in the Balkans. In fact
almost every military action in recent
years has been conducted under the
banner of the United Nations or
NATO.

The European superstate is
rapidly becoming a reality. It should
be noted with great emphasis that
even though this superstate is emerg-
ing very rapidly, it is still subservient
in many ways to the United Nations. 

U.S. leaders favor global
administration

Many of the top officials in the
Clinton administration are convinced
that in order for the world to solve its
collective problems, the world must

become a global administration. In
practical terms this means the disso-
lution of the nation-state in its cur-
rent form. In reality the nation-state
would continue to function but as a
vassal state to the global authority.
This superstate has already been
imposed over the nations to a large
degree. The United States and its
allies formulate and execute foreign
policy in the forum of public opinion
as determined by the United Nations.

No other member of the Clinton
administration reflects the desire for
global government more fervently
than Deputy Secretary of State Strobe
Talbott. He believes the United States
may not exist in its current form in
the 21st centuryÑbecause nation-
hood throughout the world will
become obsolete. Talbott restated his
position recently as he was profiled

in the New York Times for the second
time in six months. 

Just before joining the Clinton
administration, Talbott wrote an essay
titled ÒThe Birth of the Global NationÓ
that was published in the July 20,
1992, issue of Time magazine. In the
essay, Talbott stated that he is looking
forward to government run by Òone
global authority.Ó He continued the
theme by giving his hopes for the
future of humanity and nationhood by
asserting, Òhere is one optimistÕs rea-
son for believing unity will pre-

vailÉwithin the next hundred
yearsÉnationhood as we know it will
be obsolete; all states will recognize a
single, global authority. A phrase
briefly fashionable in the mid-20th
centuryÑÔcitizen of the worldÕÑwill
have assumed real meaning by the end
of the 21st.Ó Strobe Talbott may be
more of a prophet than he realizes.

GodÕs answer to the coming
superstate and the religious

power

Bible prophecy reveals that a great
superstate and a universal religion are
going to rule over the earth just before
Christ returns. No nation will be able to
make war against this superstate and
this religious authority.

Moreover, every person on earth
whose name is not written in the
LambÕs book of life will be deceived
into worshiping the beast (Revelation
13:4Ð8).

The nations that comprise this
satanically inspired superstate will
fight against the returning Jesus
Christ and the saints. ÒAnd the ten
horns which thou sawest are ten
kings, which have received no king-
dom as yet; but receive power as
kings one hour with the beast. These
have one mind, and shall give their
power and strength unto the beast.
These shall make war with the Lamb,
and the Lamb shall overcome them:
for he is Lord of lords, and King of
kings: and they that are with him are
called, and chosen, and faithfulÓ
(Revelation 17:12Ð14, King James
Version throughout).

At that critical juncture in human
history Jesus Christ will establish His
kingdom over the earth. ÒAnd the sev-
enth angel sounded; and there were
great voices in heaven, saying, The
kingdoms of this world are become the
kingdoms of our Lord, and of his
Christ; and he shall reign for ever and
everÓ (Revelation 11:15). This super-
state will rule the earth in righteous-
ness and love. Nations will beat their
swords into plowshares and they will
learn war no more. Yes, the superstate
is coming! v
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everal years ago, six nations joined their
economic forces for the sake of creating a

free trade zone that would mutually benefit all
members. Their combined economic force is an
undisputed powerhouse in the world economy.
As time progressed, the member states realized
that they also needed to give serious considera-
tion to forming a joint military force due to
potentially hostile neighbors that threatened the
prosperity of their economic community.

Like many regions of the world, the mem-
ber states of this common market depended
upon the U.S. military might for protection.
However, it became increasingly necessary that
the market members invest in developing their
own modern military with a focus on becoming
independent of the U.S.

So far this could appear to be the story of
the European Union and a description of the
evolution of a European defense force. But this
article is not about the politically hot topic of
the development of a European army.

In actual fact, it refers to the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC), a common market
in the Persian Gulf consisting of Kuwait,
Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.). GCC
Secretary-General Jamil I. Alhejailan explains
its history and purpose: 

ÒThe GCC was created in 1981 for many of
the same reasons that the European Union was
formed. The objective was not to form a mili-
tary or security alliance aimed at specific exter-
nal threats, but to create a political and eco-
nomic community that would strengthen GCC
institutions and foster economic growth and
development.

ÒLike the European Union (EU), the GCC
area has become a single market in which
goods, capital, and people can move freely. The

creation of common external tariffs and free
trade agreements with other economic commu-
nities are our next goals. The GCC countries
have also achieved a high degree of economic
coordination and convergence. Exchange rates
between the six member states have remained
fixed for more than a decade; inflation rates
have converged and the economies follow sim-
ilar economic cyclesÓ (Middle East Insight
Magazine, May-June 1999, ÒCan the GCC
Control Oil Production?Ó).

A military alliance 

Although a military alliance was not with-
in the initial parameters of the GCCÕs founda-
tion, circumstances have changed.

The GCCÕs 20th summit opened in Saudi

SS
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The Gulf Cooperation Council is a
common market in the Persian Gulf
region made up of Kuwait, Bahrain,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the

United Arab Emirates

A New Military Might
in the Middle East

Nations that initially formed a common market now move to form a common military. It’s a
logical and necessary step. But what effect will it have on its members and the rest of the world?

by Cecil E. Maranville



Arabia on November 27, 1999, with
one of its main objectives the increased
integration of the militaries of its mem-
ber states. Stratfor, the intelligence
analysis group, reports that the GCC
members are Òstriving for an unprece-
dented level of integration between
their militariesÓ (ÒGulf Militaries Make
a Big Move,Ó November 17, 1999,
emphasis added throughout).

The summit follows on the heels of
a meeting of the defense ministers of
the GCC while attending an interna-
tional air show in Dubai, U.A.E., in
mid-November. ÒMilitary cooperation
between Gulf states has passed some
important stagesÉwith a view to com-
ing to an agreement and bringing them
closer togetherÓ said Secretary-General
Alhejailan (AFP, ÒGulf Arab States
Meet to Set Up Mutual Defence [sic]
Pact,Ó November 16, 1999).

The pact, signed by all GCC
defense ministers, presents an image of
firm resolve, stipulating, Òall outside
aggression against a GCC member
state is considered an aggression
against all the members,Ó said Kuwaiti
Defense Minister Sheikh Salem Sabah
al-Salem al-Sabah (ibid. AFP).

BahrainÕs defense minister report-
ed to his government Òthe [Dubai]
meeting discussed a number of issues
aimed at fostering military co-opera-
tion and coordination among GCC
states to serve the strategies and objec-
tives of the states in bolstering security
and stability in the regionÉÓ (Bahrain
Tribune Daily, November 23, 1999,
ÒHigh Hopes From GCC SummitÓ).

This all comes on the heels of a
recently sealed $6 billion deal by which
the U.A.E. will obtain 80 sophisticated
fighter aircraftÑF-16sÑfrom the U.S.
An increase in armaments in the Gulf is
a sensitive issue, as the U.S. seeks to
maintain a tactical balance between
regional states, especially with Israel.

Peninsula Shield reinforced

Military allegiances are not new to
the GCC, but the proposed level of
materiel, technology and financial
commitment is unprecedented.
ÒPeninsula Shield,Ó a Gulf defense

force established in 1986, proved woe-
fully inadequate to counter the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait in 1990. None-
theless, in the words of Secretary-
General Alhejailan, it remains Òa sym-
bol of military cooperationÓ (Kuwaiti
Times, ÒIraqi Invasion of Kuwait Most
Dangerous Gulf Challenge,Ó Novem-
ber 21, 1999).

That cooperation thus far has pro-
duced a relatively small standing army
of 4,000 men currently based in Hafar
al-Batin in Saudi Arabia. Jolted by the
Iraqi aggression against Kuwait, the
GCC has significantly increased its air
power since the Gulf War. Prior to the
war, the GCC was virtually without air
power with the exception of the Saudi
air force of 62 F-15s.

ÒToday, nearly all of these nations
have advanced fighter aircraft, includ-
ing F-16s in Bahrain, Mirage 2000s in
the U.A.E. and Qatar, and Tornadoes,
plus more F-15s, in Saudi Arabia.
Oman and Kuwait still lag behind, as
Oman is still using the British-made
Hawks it had 10 years ago and Kuwait
only maintains a few Mirage F1sÓ (ibid.
Stratfor).

Note that as arms merchants, the
Americans (F-15s and F-16s), French
(Mirage 2000s) and the British
(Tornadoes) recoup some of their con-
siderable expenditures on oil. 

The lack of hardware was only part
of the weakness of the GCC defenses.
Equally important was the lack of coor-
dinated command and control facilities
that could manage a joint operation.
U.A.E. chief of staff General
Mohammad bin Zayed al-Nahayan

called on the GCC to overcome these
obstacles, telling GCC chiefs of staff in
October, ÒWe must increase joint
manoeuvres [sic], exchange expertise
and step up our capacities so as to build
a unified air defence [sic] system for
the GCC countries to rely on ourselvesÓ
(ibid. AFP).

Key to integrating forces is
telecommunications, for which the
GCC committed $70 million at their
1997 summit. In addition, $88 million
was approved for purchasing a radar
network (from U.S.-based Hughes) at
the Dubai meeting of GCC defense
ministers. ÒWhile earlier GCC meet-
ings had discussed integration, this
meeting is one of the few instances
where concrete steps may actually be
taken. Integrating radar systems is a
significant step and will likely lead to
combining othersÓ (ibid. Stratfor).

Oil revenues help pay the tab

Paying for all of this has been
aided by surging oil revenues. Oil
prices are now at a nine-year highÑthe
highest since the Gulf WarÑand more
than double what they were at the
beginning of 1999. Michael Young of
Deutsche Bank forecasts that the trend
will continue, based upon the ever-
increasing demand for oil and Òthe
expectation that OPEC will keep pro-
duction below 27 million barrels per
day through March of 2000Ó (BBC,
ÒBusiness: The Economy, Oil Prices at
Three-year High,Ó November 11,
1999).

GCCÕs secretary-general keeps a
practiced eye on the oil market. His
forecast mirrors that of the Deutsche
Bank. ÒThe revival of oil demand
growth in the next year or two is now
widely expected. The combination of
low prices and the recovery of the
Asian economies will stimulate
demand. The International Energy
Agency (IEA) forecasts an increase in
global oil demand of 1.4 [million] bar-
rels per day (mbd) in 1999. More
importantly, in its December 1998
World Energy Outlook, the IEA fore-
casts world oil demand to increase from
72 mbd in 1996 to 94.8 mbd in 2010.
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This represents an increase of 22.8
mbdÓ (ibid. Middle East Insight).

Where this may be heading

What is the future for the GCC mil-
itary? In the short term, it will most
likely continue to coordinate with U.S.
interests in the Gulf. More significant is
the long-term trend.

Ò[A] Gulf alliance may ultimately
become less beholden to the U.S. mili-
tary presence. As a result [of the threat
posed by Iraq and Iran], the U.S. pres-
ence is appreciated and even encour-
aged, for now. But U.S. strategy in the
region is drifting. And if the belief that
the United States can be counted on
diminishes, the GCC states may wish to
be able to provide for a significant por-
tion of their own defenseÉ. But if the
regional balance of power changes, the
GCC may step out on its ownÓ (ibid.
Stratfor).

Without doubt, that is an ÒifÓ thatÕs
bound to find its way to reality. Given
the volatility of Middle East politics,
itÕs a virtual certainty that the balance
of power in the Gulf will change.

What does Bible prophecy indicate
for the Gulf region? As most readers of
World News and Prophecy realize,
prophecy pivots on the nation of Israel
(not the same as the nation-state called
Israel), with an end time emphasis on
the correlation between a revitalized
modern resurrection of the Roman
Empire and the descendants of the
ancient tribes of Israel. RomeÕs Empire
was seated in Europe, the likely site of
its reconstitution. The predominant
descendants of Israel, who have inherit-
ed both benefits and bane foretold by
GodÕs prophets, are the United States,
Britain and its former colonies. Some
of the descendants of another of the
ancient tribes, Judah, occupy and gov-
ern the nation-state of Israel. 

These regions and nations all cur-
rently play major roles in the modern
world. They affect and are affected by
events in the Persian Gulf region. Without
doubt, the seeds are already being sown
for more dramatic changes, which are
precursors of the pre-Armageddon align-
ment of the worldÕs nations.

Daniel foretold Middle East
geopolitics

Daniel was stirred to write in detail
of Middle Eastern geopolitics. One of
his visions foretold the clash between
AlexanderÕs army and that of the
Medo-Persians, which resulted in the
young GreekÕs dominance of the known
world (Daniel 8). Crucial to this article
is what happened after Alexander the
Great died a premature death.

ÒTherefore the male goat [symbol-
ic of Alexander of Macedon] grew very
great; but when he became strong [at
the peak of his empire and in his 30s],
the large horn was broken [he died a
premature death], and in place of it four
notable ones [generals of his army]
came up toward the four winds of heav-
en [each ruled a segment of the former
empire, divided into east, west, north
and south]Ó (Daniel 8:8). 

Later, at the hand of the angel
Gabriel, Daniel was told that at the time
of the end there would be conflict
between two powers respectively called
Òthe king of the NorthÓ and Òthe king of
the South.Ó Palestine and Jerusalem
will be the geographical focal point of
this conflict (Daniel 11:40Ð45) 

Some commentators in an attempt
to explain DanielÕs writings as histori-
cal rather than prophetic interpret this
to refer to Òthe end of Antiochus
Epiphanes.Ó Many also interpret these
writings as relating to the Jewish peo-
ples, viewing the prophecy in the nar-
row context of the Middle East alone. 

However, examining the rest of the
book of Daniel clearly reveals that he
was indeed inspired with a vision of the
worldÕs powers from his day through to
and including the return of Jesus Christ
to establish the kingdom of God on
earth. ItÕs therefore consistent with the
entire book to understand the final vers-
es of chapter 11 as a reference to the
end of the age of manÑshortly before
ChristÕs return.

The Òking of the SouthÓ

However, who is Òthe king of the
SouthÓ? Clearly this is also an end time
power. As the final Òking of the NorthÓ

is not yet fully configured, so also Òthe
king of the SouthÓ remains obscure. At
the peak of his power, some have spec-
ulated that the Shah of Iran might fulfill
this role, as he surged towards his
objective to create a modern Persian
military power. With his demise, watch-
ers of Middle Eastern affairs considered
the possibility that the religious govern-
ment that succeeded him would emerge
as a contender for this provocative role
in the end time.

Saddam Hussein in neighboring
Iraq took on a warlike profile that
appeared more likely to be the principal
protagonist. Because of DanielÕs
prophecy, many Bible students looked
at the Gulf War (Desert Storm) as a cat-
alyst that would begin a domino action
of events leading to the denouement of
the age of man. Based upon the same
thinking, some predicted disaster for
the United StatesÕ continuing military
actions against Iraq. 

Iraq and its bellicose leader still
pose a serious threat to world securi-
tyÑalthough intelligence analysts
speak of an expected change of govern-
ment in Iraq. It is in response to the
threat from Iraq and Iran that the GCC
member states realized their need for a
security force. Their members are
peacefulÑnot to be compared with the
radical elements in the region. The
GCC is intent on strengthening and pro-
tecting the economies and territories of
its member states. 

So another significant military
force is evolving.

Geographically, they are south of
Jerusalem, the focal point for relative
directions in prophecy to north, south,
east or west. ThatÕs in contrast to Iraq
and Iran, which lie to the northeast. Of
course World News and Prophecy is not
making a prediction that the GCC will
evolve into the Òking of the SouthÓ of
Daniel 11:40, as we do not make pre-
dictions. However, we do watch for sig-
nificant trends in world news, compar-
ing them with the BibleÕs predictions.

The Persian Gulf and the GCCÕs
greatly increased commitment to mil-
itary strength in concert with its for-
midable economic capability bear
watching. v
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the three architects of that event came together to be hon-
ored in Berlin for their cool-headed direction of that emo-
tional drama. Williams squarely focuses on the challenges
that faced Gorbachev, Kohl and Bush as they collectively
maneuvered through Òthe hopes and fears of November 9,
1989, when the world as they knew it changed overnight.Ó
It struck me that hope and fear are very close neighbors in
the realm of human emotions. Yet, one tends to supersede
the other in climactic moments. She quotes Kohl, then
German chancellor, ÒIt was like being on a frozen sea
when it begins to break up, beginning with one enormous
crack.Ó He goes on to share that he Òworried that the
euphoria in the first hours of eastern GermanyÕs freedom
could escalate into bloody chaos.Ó As chancellor, he was
sitting right on top of the crack.

Mikhail Gorbachev, then head of the now defunct
Soviet Union, had a different set of challenges. In his own
words, ÒSome Red Army generals and KGB figures clear-
ly wanted to take more decisive action to keep East
Germany in the Soviet orbit, but no serious threat of mil-
itary intervention was ever consid-
ered.Ó Gorbachev warned former
East German Presidents Krenz and
his predecessor Honecker that
there would be no Soviet interven-
tion to keep them in power if the
people of East Germany wanted
democracy and free elections.
During a visit to East Germany,
Gorbachev had told Honecker that
Òhistory punishes those who are
lateÓÑa profound statement
indeed. And itÕs a somber indict-
ment upon those who donÕt under-
stand history. What goes up, must
come down! 

The book of Ecclesiastes
alludes to this cycle. Ò[There is] a time to break down,
and a time to build upÉa time to cast away stones, and a
time to gather...a time to keep, and a time to throw awayÓ
(chapter 3:3, 5, 6). Recognizing the start and finish of
these cycles in world affairs and having the courage to
confront them is the difference between simply being a
politician and becoming a statesman. Windows of oppor-
tunity come and go. Knowing when to do something and
boldly moving through that opening is just as important as
knowing what to do!

ÒWe moved towards historyÓ

Williams added KohlÕs touching emotional tribute to
the steady leadership of the leaders of the two superpow-
ers. ÒWithout these two world powers and what they did,
the confidence that they had in us, none of this would

have been possible.Ó Kohl was on the edge of tears and
patting GorbachevÕs hand as he recalled the historic
moment. Williams accurately captures the geopolitical
trauma of that time. Many in Eastern Europe were wary of
German reunification, but with GorbachevÕs consent,
along with that of the U.S., Britain and France (the gov-
erning powers of post-war Germany), the fears of Poland
and other victimized nations of World War II were
allayed. Gorbachev gave sharp definition to the moment
and action: ÒWe didnÕt resist reality, we moved towards
history.Ó

Former President Bush, the third player in this drama,
related some of the dilemmas of his role in removing this
obstacle of fear and repression. Williams states that Bush
at that time had concern that too much celebration of Cold
War victory might backfire on the Soviet leader. ÒWe in
no way wanted to make life more complicated for
Gorbachev.Ó This fear comes to the fore again and again
in recently declassified papers of BushÕs administration
surrounding this period of superpower cooperation. Some
in Washington felt that Bush was Òtoo restrained.Ó

As we look back, itÕs clear that
Mr. Bush chose not to put his ener-
gy into Òa morning-after party of
Western victory,Ó but rather into
the peaceful dismantling of a terri-
ble wall. The lessons of history are
fraught with the evidence that
overdone victories and rigid peace
terms are merely the seeds of
despair, as well as of the next con-
flict. Gorbachev credited both
Bush and Kohl by telling of the
trust he had Òin both men to keep
the emotions of the period under
control to avoid further upsets in
the roiling Soviet Union.Ó

ÒMoving towards historyÓ can
come with a price tag. As Williams goes on to state, Òiron-
ically, the three world leaders whose close coordination
and confidence in one another allowed the denouement of
East GermanyÕs liberation to transpire without bloodshed
also paid a price. 

ÒGorbachev was ousted from the Kremlin in 1991,
Bush would lose an election to Bill Clinton in 1992, and
KohlÕs 16-year reign as GermanyÕs leader ended last year.
Yet at the end of the 10-year commemorations to the
Berlin WallÕs demise, these men were lauded by the world
famous Soviet-born cellist, Mstislav Rostropovich. He
memorialized the entire affair with a musical eulogy ded-
icated to the fallen victims who were killed in their
attempt to escape over the wall and to the leaders who
knew Ôwhen to cast away stones.Õ Rostropovich defined
the concert as a personal tribute to these Ôthree great men,
these three great kings.ÕÓ

ÒWALLS,Ó (Continued from page 16)

These three men put their
energy into the peaceful

dismantling of the Berlin Wall.
The lessons of history are
fraught with the evidence

that overdone victories and
rigid peace terms are merely
the seeds of despair, as well

as of the next conflict.
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Shouldering the responsibility

As I read this article about worldly leaders tackling
an obstacle together, certain biblical principles began to
resonate through my mind. Here, at one pivotal point of
world history, were three men with different languages,
ideologies, agendas and faiths (or the absence of faith).
Yet together, whether they understood it or not, they were
attuned to some powerful godly principles in destroying a
divisive wall and building bridges towards healthy rela-
tionships. At the end of the ceremonies, Gorbachev
looked around and said, ÒWe managed to shoulder this
responsibility well.Ó These three men didnÕt act alone, but
are thought of as a union of three just as Rostropovich
dubbed them Òthree great men, three great kings.Ó 

God vividly illustrates in Ecclesiastes 4:9Ð12 that
working together simply produces more strength and well
being for all involved. ÒTwo are better than one, because
they have a good reward for their labor. For if they fall,
one will lift up his companion. But woe to him who is
alone when he falls, for he has no one to help him up.
Again, if two lie down together,
they will keep warm; but how can
one be warm alone? Though one
may be overpowered by another,
two can withstand him. And a
threefold cord is not quickly bro-
ken.Ó

President Bush in his pivotal
role as leader of the free world
showed great concern not to overt-
ly blow the victory horn. What
does your Bible say about pride?
How do we relate it to diplomacy
abroad and in our homes?
Proverbs 16:18 warns that Òpride
goes before destruction, and a
haughty spirit before a fall,Ó but verse 19 continues with
the encouragement: ÒBetter to be of a humble spirit with
the lowly, than to divide the spoil with the proud.Ó ÒThe
Fall of the WallÓ could have been great spoil! Instead,
there was humble, sensitive outgoing concern  by leaders
who rose to the level of statesmen. Notice the warning
and encouragement of Proverbs 13:10: ÒBy pride comes
nothing but strife, but with the well-advised is wisdom.Ó

A world without walls

Notice in Isaiah 2:12Ð17 what God declares He is
going to do when He introduces a new civilization to this
earth. ÒFor the day of the LORD of hosts shall come upon
everything proud and lofty, upon everything lifted upÑ
and it shall be brought lowÑupon all the cedars of
Lebanon that are high and lifted up, and upon all the oaks
of Bashan; upon all the high mountains, and upon all the

hills that are lifted up; upon every high tower, and upon
every fortified wall; upon all the ships of Tarshish, and
upon all the beautiful sloops. The loftiness of man shall
be bowed down, and the haughtiness of men shall be
brought low; the LORD alone will be exalted in that day.Ó
What goes up, will come down once and for all. 

The kingdom of God is going to dramatically alter
human history. There will be no more succession of king-
doms, armies or walls built on the graves of previous
earthly societies. The ÒAgeless KingdomÓ will, hence-
forth, simply beÑthere will be none other to take its
place. Isaiah 26:1Ð2 reveals that this kingdom has a dif-
ferent form of protection. ÒWe have a strong city; God
will appoint salvation for walls and bulwarks. Open the
gates, that the righteous nation which keeps the truth may
enter in.Ó Humanity will no longer spend its collective
intellect and creative energy on wallsÑwhether literal or
in the form of myriad weaponsÑbut come to trust in a
world that will see its citizens focus on relationships with
God and one another, Òeye to eye and heart to heart.Ó All
will enjoy freedom of movement, freedom to grow, free-

dom from fear and freedom to see
one another, because no wall
blocks their view.

DonÕt resist the reality

If the truth were known, all of
us have a lot more walls in our life
than is spiritually healthy for a
Christian. Not walls of stone like
the Berlin Wall or even the garden
wall out your back door, but walls
put up over time between family,
friends and fellow Christians that
appear just as formidable as any of
the great walls of history. 

The reality is not whether we have personal walls to
confront, but what we are going to do with them. It takes
a lot of wasteful energy to maintain and sustain barriers
of fear, be they brick or be they emotion. Let me ask a
simple and direct question to you the reader. How many
walls have you put up between yourself and others this
past year, and how many bridges have you built towards
others who arenÕt necessarily your first choice of neigh-
bors, friends, coworkers or family members? Your answer
to this question is a revealingly accurate measurement as
to how much you truly want to be a part of a future Òworld
without walls.Ó Yes, we all have some work to do in
Òbridge building.Ó 

Three wise men in their time oversaw the demolition
of a wall that lay in their path. Their wisdom echoes the
millennial refrain, ÒThis is the way, walk you in it,Ó as
they shouldered the opportunity not to resist the reality
before them, but moved towards the future, together. v

If the truth were known, all of
us have a lot more walls in our
life than is spiritually healthy.
Not walls of stone, but walls
put up over time between
family, friends and fellow

Christians that appear just as
formidable…
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alls have always had an incredible impact on
human society. These man-made structures

have been used for various functions over the millen-
nia. They have been used to defend cities, to seal off
entire populations from entering an empireÑor to pre-
vent a countryÕs own citizens from leaving. It has often
been noted that the one human structure that can be
seen from outer space is the Great Wall of China. This
fact alone is an amazing commentary on the diversity
of human history.

What goes up must come down

One of the best known maxims of all times is
Òwhat goes up, must come down!Ó This note of wisdom
holds true not only for the law of gravity, but also for
the forces of human history. Most walls have ultimate-
ly failed to achieve their designated purpose. They
have been gone over, gone through or gone under by
their attackers. Some tumbled by divine will. Others
simply crumbled as they outlived their now forgotten
purpose. So why do we keep building walls if ultimate-
ly they donÕt work? In our time, we witnessed the
peaceful collapse of the most famous wall of modern

time, the Berlin WallÑthe cornerstone of the great
ÒIron CurtainÓ that created two Europes for much of
this century. This imposing structure, too, has fallenÑ
in a far different way than most.

Recently, Los Angeles Times staff writer Carol J.
Williams wrote a thought-provoking article titled
ÒWall-Toppling Trio Honored at Berlin ReunionÓ that
commemorated the 10th anniversary of the dismantling
of the Berlin Wall (November 11, 1999). Her article
personally challenged me to contemplate the delicate
balance of that pivotal moment. In fact, it allowed me
to fully focus on the fact that it is often easier to build
a wall than it is to take one down. She shared the per-
sonal recollections of George Bush, Mikhail
Gorbachev and Helmut Kohl regarding this pivotal
event. Their reflections on this historic moment are a
seminar in statesmanship, and provide Christians with
a valuable lesson.

Hopes and fears

The Los Angeles Times article reports on the Òvic-
tory lapÓ of 10 years after Òthe Fall of the WallÓ when

This Is the Way...

Building Walls or
Building Bridges?

by Robin Webber

(See ÒWALLS,Ó page 14)
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